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Remember those days when you didn’t have to go anywhere, and were happy to spend all day getting there? They’re back. 
Holden Adventra gives you the power to do everything, or nothing. Superbly engineered; the only thing you won’t be able to control
is your excitement. This is the car that will redefine family motoring. Get ready. In this car, life’s an Adventra.

Adventra LX6 in Odyssey Metallic
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Thursday 7.30pm Driving home, the extra response from the engine, 
and some deft manoeuvring, is all I need to break free from the mayhem 
of the rush hour and into the serenity of a clear freeway run. I can 
settle back, and relax. Every minute taking me further and further from 
the ironic dawdle of rush hour. It’s my evening ritual: taming the snarl 
of the concrete jungle. It’s an urban Adventra, and it’s all mine.

Projector headlamps Turn night into day
Rear Park Assist Perfect for getting into tricky spaces
17” alloy wheels Looks the goods
Sunglasses holder They think of everything
6 disc in-dash CD player Every Adventra needs a sound track

Adventra CX6 in Impulse Metallic
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Saturday morning 9am  Why do I need seven layers of clothes when the kids 
are happy in shorts and footy jumpers? It felt almost criminal to venture from this 
leather bound luxury, despite the promise of coffee, and a silent obligation to 
cheer for the team. Then inspiration. Why not cheer from the sidelines, in the car. 
A quick flip into drive, and I’m there. Make mine a long black! Even a drive in 
the park can be an Adventra!

Adventra LX6 in Nickel Metallic

Heated exterior mirrors with memory position Clearly better
Sunroof Nothing above me but freedom
17” alloy wheels Gives the other road users something else to envy
8 way adjustable electric leather seat Comfort is king
Dual zone air conditioning I’m warm. And he’s cool with that
260W 6 disc in-dash CD player It’s a whole lot of music to my ears
Front fog lamps So I’m never in the dark
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rear differential

centre differential

front differential

Cross Trac transfer case

rear-axle output – 62%

epicyclic centre differential and torque splitter

front-axle output – 38%

12:03pm Saturday

I wonder if all adventurers felt this way. When you’re in the middle of it all, 
the exciting moments seem to happen in slow motion. 

12:03:21 I hit the creek and, so the experts tell me, a complex system of 
technologies is engaged, each working seamlessly together. It’s called Cross Trac,
Holden’s first all wheel drive system. It’s designed for Australian conditions.
It’s built to do this. And it certainly feels like that. 

12:03:22 The back wheels enter the water. Under the car, the transfer case 
at the rear of the automatic transmission is busy splitting the drive, front 
and rear. Three open differentials then distribute the power to each wheel 
as required. Seems to be working perfectly so far.

12:03:23 Nearly halfway through. Inside the car, I’m sitting behind a spray of 
water. Underneath, there are a thousand things happening. The refined Traction 
Control System puts me in command; I’m Captain Can-Do. How cool is this!

12:03:25 The front wheels are out of the water. The slightly wider track gives 
me extra stability and control. If I can do this, anyone can do this. 

12:03:26 The back wheels are out. Underneath, everything returns to normal. 
In the driver’s seat, nothing will ever be normal again. It all happened so easily, 
I feel like turning around and doing it all over again! What an Adventra!

Prior to water crossing, please refer to your Owner’s Handbook for advice.
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Wednesday 11pm Relaxation isn’t just a state, it’s a whole country. 
And you can get there by car, as long as that car is an Adventra. 
Settle back and make a wish, touch a button and the wish comes true. 
Warmer, cooler, louder, softer; all at the touch of a button. We may 
be having an Adventra, but there’s no need to suffer for it.

LX6 interior – Onyx leather faced seats

Steering wheel controls They just make it easier and easier
Multi function display When, where, why and how far. Any other questions?
Cruise control I just can’t be without it
Front and rear power windows Every trip has its ups and downs
Air conditioning Everyone can be as comfortable as me
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Alloytec High Output V6 Engine
The passion of driving has found a new
expression. One of the most sophisticated 
and advanced production engines ever
manufactured in Australia, the high
performance Alloytec High Output V6 engine
delivers exhilarating performance. It is 
a world-class engine and Adventra drivers 
will be able to enjoy the responsiveness and
outstanding driveability of this new
automotive technology for years to come.
The high performance Alloytec High Output
V6 engine brings new levels of power 
and torque.*

Five speed automatic transmission The high
performance Alloytec High Output V6 engine 
is available with a new five speed automatic
transmission. This assures drivers enjoy smooth,
crisp and almost seamless gear shifts.

Active Select is available on the CX6 and LX6
models. Active Select is activated by pressing the
‘AS’ button in the centre console. It provides the
option of automatic or manual transmission shift
modes. Paddle shift controls on the steering wheel
then allow drivers to change from automatic 
to manual at a touch.

Double Overhead Camshaft
improves valve positioning
and creates better fuel and 
air mixture flow, which in turn
leads to better performance.
Four valves per cylinder, two
inlet and two outlet, help the
engine breathe better, for
greater performance. Towing
and acceleration is enhanced,
delivering better overall
driveability.

Continuously variable valve
timing is an active system that
determines when the valves
open and close. Whether 
it’s accelerating or towing, 
the valves are continuously
adjusted to best meet the driver
requirements at that moment.

New variable intake manifold
for outstanding performance
and driveability. The variable
intake manifold changes the
plenum volume to assist
resonance tuning of the inlet
flow. At lower engine speeds
cylinder charging is boosted 
to provide maximum torque.
At higher engine speeds ram
air cylinder charging occurs 
for increased power.

Electronic Throttle Control
co-ordinates the driver’s
intentions with actions of
various powertrain control
components, helping
maximise performance and
optimise fuel consumption.

New alloy construction for
performance and strength.
The alloy construction means
that not only is the engine
lighter, but it can also withstand
higher combustion temperatures
and that means efficiency and
lower exhaust emissions.*

braking applied to 
individual wheels

Corner Brake Control (CBC) 
During heavy braking on corners 
the CBC function is activated. 
CBC senses different wheel
rotational speeds and co-ordinates
the brakes as they are applied 
to individual wheels. This helps to
ensure vehicle stability is maintained.

with ESP without ESP

braking applied and 
over-steer corrected

braking applied and 
under-steer corrected

under-steer

over-steer

Electronic Stability Program (ESP®)
helps control under-steer and 
over-steer, to maintain grip 
and safely stabilise the vehicle.

optimises 
stopping 
distance

ABS 8 activated sooner due to EBA

without ABS 8

brakes applied

ABS activated without EBA 

ABS 8 technology helps to optimise stopping distances.
Improved Traction Control reduces slip of driven wheels 
by using engine and brake control. This helps maintain grip 
in difficult driving conditions.

Electronic Brake Assist uses sensors to detect a panic
situation and immediately add braking pressure to all wheels
so the ABS system reduces stopping distances.

The Brake Assist system provides additional braking
assistance by allowing the driver to reach the ABS threshold
sooner and therefore help reduce stopping distances.
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weight transfer due to braking

Electronic Brake-force
Distribution (EBD) regulates 
the force between the front and
rear brakes to provide improved
braking balance. EBD is standard
across the Adventra range.

brakes automatically  
applied limiting the  
speed of the vehicle

Hill descent control regulates
downhill speed and allows a
smooth, controlled hill descent
without the driver needing to touch
the brake pedal. When this feature
is switched on, the system
automatically applies the brakes
and limits the speed of the vehicle.
By adjusting the cruise control
switches, the vehicle speed can 
be increased or decreased.

Control-Link Independent Rear
Suspension, with dual control
arms, helps keep Adventra stable
on the road at all times. This is
particularly useful in challenging
cornering situations.

Safety Features Adventra puts peace of mind and
safety first so you can drive on with added confidence.

––  3.6 litres

––  Lightweight, alloy construction

––  188kW of power at 6500rpm

––  330Nm of torque at 3600rpm

*Compared with the ECOTEC 3.8 litre V6 
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Features SX6 CX6 LX6 SX6 CX6 LX6 SX6 CX6 LX6 SX6 CX6 LX6 SX6 CX6 LX6

Black rear décor panel with dual reversing lamps S S

Body colour rear décor panel with dual reversing lamps S

Aluminium skid plate cladding, front and rear. S S S
Aluminium rocker panel inserts

Chrome oval exhaust tip S S S

Tailgate dust deflector, containing quick-response LED stop lamp S S S  

Licence plate frames, standard height or slimline A A A

Underbody protection plate A A A

Galvanised underbody panels. S S S
Full immersion body corrosion protection

Stainless steel long life exhaust system S S S

Nudge bar A A A

Country Roo bar H/A H/A H/A

Flexible mudflaps A A A

Occupant Safety 

Active front seat head restraints and seatback help reduce risk S
of injury if vehicle struck from the rear

Driver and front passenger airbag (full size) S S S

Strengthened upper B pillar to reduce side impact velocity S S S
to head, neck and chest

Driver and front passenger side impact airbag S S S

Front lap/sash seat belts have webbing clamps and pyrotechnic S S S
pre-tensioners. Buckle mounted to seat for consistent fit when 
seat moved forward or back

Front seat belt force limiter, controls maximum force on chest S S S

Front seat belt sash height adjust S S

Anti-submarining ramps in seats reduce risk of sliding under S S S
seat belt in a collision

All seat belts retracting lap/sash S S S

Rear seat child restraint anchor points S S S

Driver

Steering wheel height and reach adjust S S S

Satin chrome spokes on steering wheel S

Leather wrap wheel. Onyx S

Sports profile leather wrap wheel. Onyx S

Sports profile leather wrap wheel. Red H H H

Sports profile leather wrap wheel. Anthracite – Silver foil H H H

Leather-wrap satin chrome gear knob and handbrake handle. S S
Onyx

Leather wrap satin chrome gear knob and handbrake handle. Red H H H

Leather wrap satin chrome gear knob and handbrake handle. H H H
Anthracite – Silver foil

Cruise control S S S

Power exterior mirrors S S S

Heated exterior mirrors. Auto off S

Passenger side exterior mirror dips when reverse gear selected S
to show low-level hazards 

Road speed dependent sensitive wipers S

Variable intermittent road speed sensitive wipers S S

Rear window wiper/washer. Intermittent switches S S S
up to normal speed when reverse gear selected

Rear Park Assist. Auto switch off when trailer harness plugged in S S S

Automatic headlamps. Switch on at twilight or low light. Off in S S S
normal daylight. Manual override. Variable sensitivity to low light

Headlamps auto off after leaving parked car. Variable delay S S S

Trip computer includes: S S S
– Average Speed. Odometer. Average economy on trip
– Trip distance. Trip time to go. Trip distance to go
– Audible and visual overspeed warning (4 adjustable settings)
– Distance to empty. Digital speedometer display
– Stop watch
– Customisation Mode. Enables/disables features including:
Auto headlamp sensitivity and approach time. Auto door locking 
when transmission in Drive. One or two-stage door unlock. 
Rest reminder. Speed dependent audio volume. Mode and Select 
button scrolls through information and customises settings

Additional Trip computer functions: S S
– Triple window display
– Elapsed trip time. Fuel used on trip
– Remaining fuel. Instant fuel economy
– Customisation Mode. Additional features include:
Tracks two trips (Eg short day trip within long interstate trip).
Confirmation beeps to Priority Key commands.
Calibration adjustment

Ice warning (visual) S S S

Service reminder. Appears 1,000km before service is due S S S

Rest reminder. Variable driving time S S S

Auto transmission ‘gear selected’ indicator in multi function display S S S

Satin chrome accent rings around instruments S S

Tachometer S S S

Sports auxiliary gauges S

Low coolant warning S S S

Low fuel warning S S S

Warning and chime: Parking brake on while vehicle moving. S S S
Low fuel. High engine temperature. Low traction conditions

Variable instrument dimming control S S S

Mobile phone power socket in console S S S

Mobile phone holder A A A

Sound system able to accommodate mobile phone. S S S
Auto mute when phone is in use

Bluetooth mobile phone kit H/A H/A H/A

Satellite navigation (Global positioning system) H H

Sound system 

Blaupunkt AM/FM stereo electronic tune radio. S S S
Local/distant selector switch. Automatic station store memory

Radio display repeats in multi function display. S S S
Programmable on/off

Sound system remote controls on steering wheel S S

Illuminated sound system remote controls on steering wheel S

Speed dependent volume control. Programmable on/off S S S

Single disc in-dash CD player S

6 disc in-dash CD player H S S

5 preset graphic equalizer: vox, pop, with boost function S S

Six speakers. Total 80 watts S S

Premium sound system, with 10 speaker elements, S
including subwoofer. Total 260 watts

Power antenna, fully automatic. Auto retract with remote control S S S
Power or Priority Key

Seating

Seat trim in full cloth S

Seat and upper door trim in leather. Metro S

Leather faced seats with leather door trim inserts.  S
Suede lower trim. Onyx

Circa coloured seat and door trim in leather. Matching lower O
suede inserts. (Available with selected exterior colours)

Lambswool seat inserts A A A

Bucket seats. High rise centre console armrest S S

Bucket sports seats with side support wings on cushion S
and seat back. High rise padded leather console armrest

Padded front seat head restraints. Height adjust S S

Electric 4-way driver’s seat height adjust. S S
Includes front and rear cushion tilt

Electric 8-way adjustment of front seats: Slide. Cushion tilt. S
Height. Recline

Driver’s seat has memory settings for 3 drivers S

Driver and front passenger seat adjustable lumbar support S S S

Folding 3rd row ‘Plus 2’ child seat. A A
Flock woven cloth or Metro leather 

Folding 3rd row ‘Plus 2’ child seat. A
Onyx and Circa leather

Rear seat centre armrest S S

Two height adjustable rear seat head restraints S 

Three height adjustable rear seat head restraints S

Cabin comfort 

Air conditioning with rear outlet vents S

Single zone electronic climate control. Auto/manual mode. S
Rear outlet vents 

Dual zone electronic climate control: driver and front passenger.  S
Auto/manual mode. Rear outlet vents

Priority Key for 2 people automatically restores when unlocking  S S
car, settings for: Climate control. Sound system. Trip computer. 
Audible and visual overspeed warning. Instrument dimmer. 
Antenna height. Headlamps-off time delay. Preferred driver’s seat 
position and exterior mirror position (LX6 only) 

Power windows, front and rear. Express down driver and front S S S
passenger windows. Remain powered on time delay after engine 
switched off. Override switch for rear windows

Electric sunroof. Tilt and slide. Can slide fully or to 2 preset H H S
positions. Auto close when vehicle switched off, unless overridden. 
Anti-jam facility. Auto close when vehicle immobilised. 
Factory fitted.  

Overhead DVD player H/A H/A H/A

Alloy pedal cluster H H H

Cigarette lighter and ashtray, front and rear A A A

Vanity mirror, driver and passenger side S S 

Vanity mirror, driver and passenger side. S
Illuminated, with cover

Interior lighting, time delay on entry. Automatic illumination S S S
when ignition is turned off. Auto off after 1 hour

Footwell lamps, front S S

Centre console illumination S

Front reading spotlamps S S

Rear reading lamp S S S

Satin chrome interior door handles S S

Plastic sill plates S S 

Stainless steel sill plates H H S

Rubber floor mats (front and one piece rear) A A A

Carpeted floor mats, tailored A A A

Passenger overhead assist handles, folding, front and rear S S S

Aero windscreen sunshade, front A A A

Weathershield, in standard width or slimline, A A A
driver and front passenger window

Storage, cargo, towing 

Twin cup holders in centre console S

Twin fold-out cup holders in instrument panel S S

Garage remote holder A A A

Mobile phone concealed storage compartment S S

Centre console compartment with lid S S S

Front door storage bins S S S

Sunglasses holder S S S

Storage pocket rear of driver and passenger seat S S S

60/40 split fold rear seat back S S S

Rear storage compartments including cup holders S S
and bottle holder

Car fridge – 31 litres A A A

12 volt power outlet – Cargo compartment A S S

Rear Cargo Organiser A A A

Roof pod A A A

Cargo safety barrier A A A

Flexible cargo tie-down net A A S

Cargo area safety net A A S

Load tie-down rails and hooks S S S

Load tie-down rail protector strip A A A

Load tie-down strap kit A A S

Carpeted cargo area S S S

SX6 CX6 LX6

Vinyl carpet protector with fold-out bumper protector A A A

Roof rails S S S

Roof cross bars A A A

Luggage carrier with tie-down points. S

Roof mounted tray with spare wheel carrier A A A

Roof mounted bike carrier A A A

Roof mounted ski carrier. Scissor-type or universal A A A

Tailgate window opens for quick access, using glovebox button S S S
or remote operation using Power or Priority Key

1600kg towbar mount S S S

1600kg towbar package A A A

2100kg towing package A A A

Security 

Remote control Power Key S

Remote control Priority Key S S

Key operates interior lighting S S S
– Operates exterior lamps, to show location of car at night.
Programmable time delay
– Engages door deadlocks when pressed twice 
– Releases deadlocks 
– Operates central locking for keyless entry through driver’s 
door only. Programmable on/off
– Operates all doors when button kept pressed
– Enables/disables alarm system 
– Unlocks opening tailgate window

Key has rolling security code S S S

Horn chirps if door is ajar when remote locking S S S

Flashing red interior warning lamp shows vehicle is protected S S S

Engine disabled to immobilise vehicle when key removed S S S
from ignition. Unique code for each vehicle

Door lock in driver’s door only. Lock cylinder ‘freewheels’ S S S
if anything other than correct key is inserted

Slip-type steering lock. If steering wheel is forced, S S S
front wheels will not turn

Doors can be set to lock automatically when transmission S S S
is shifted into Drive. Programmable on/off

Retracting roller cargo blind S S S

Sound system will operate only in original vehicle, to deter theft S S S

Road safety 

Off-road recovery kit A A A

Emergency mode after seat belt pre-tensioners are triggered. S S S
On-board computer turns engine and fuel pump off. 
Unlocks doors. Turns dome lamp on

Warning triangle for roadway A A A

First aid kit A A A

S: Standard feature
O: Option
H: Option from Holden By Design
A: Accessory

Powertrain

3.6 litre high performance Alloytec High Output V6 engine S S S
Strut Brace

5-speed electronic control automatic transmission. S S S
Power or economy mode

Active Select S S

Electronic Throttle Control S S S

Cross Trac All Wheel Drive (AWD) system. Full time operation S S S

Control and handling

Control-Link Independent Rear Suspension S S S

Level Ride Suspension, with Superlift shock absorbers S

Superlift shock absorbers A A

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) S S S

Brake Assist (BA) S S S

Electronic Brake Assist (EBA) S S S

Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD) S S S

Corner Braking Control (CBC) S S S

Four wheel Traction Control, using Automatic Brake S S S
Differential (ABD)

Electronic Stability Program (ESP®) S S S

Hill descent control S S S

Wheels

17” x 7.5” six-spoke alloy wheels. S
225/55 R17 97H (road biased) tyres. Alloy spare wheel

17” x 7.5” machined face five-spoke alloy wheels. S
225/55 R17 97H (road biased) tyres. Alloy spare wheel

17” x 7.5” machined face five-spoke alloy wheels S
with sports graphite ports. 225/55 R17 97H (road biased) tyres. 
Alloy spare wheel

16" x 7" steel wheels. Dueller 215/65 R16C (Winter tread) tyres A A A

18" x 8" 'L' series machined face six-spoke alloy wheels (4) H H H
245/45 R18 SO3 directional tyres

Alloy wheel lock nuts. Set of four H/A H/A H/A

Exterior 

Chromed projector headlamps S

Projector headlamps. Black bezels S

Front foglamps S

Driving lights – HID or Halogen A A A
(Mount to Country Roo or Nudge Bar)

Headlamp guards A A A

Bonnet protector A A A

Wheel arch flares S S S

Metallic paint S S S

Exterior mirrors in black S

Exterior mirrors in body colour and black S 

Exterior mirrors in full body colour with memory S

Towing mirrors A A A



Specifications 188kW, 3.6 litre high performance Alloytec High Output V6 engine

Engine 3.6 litre 60-degree Double Overhead Cam V6 with 4 valves per cylinder. Sequential fuel injection. High energy, distributorless ignition. 
Twin knock control sensors with individual cylinder adaptive control. Onboard diagnostics. Electric cooling fan. Stainless steel exhaust. 
Low restriction air intake with acoustic dampening chambers. Continuously variable camshaft phasing for inlet and exhaust cams. 
Variable intake manifold. Coil-on-plug

Capacity (cc) 3565

Compression ratio (:1) 10.2

Maximum power (ECE, kW)^ 188 @ 6500rpm

Maximum torque (ECE, Nm)^ 330 @ 3600rpm

Gear ratios (V6) 1st 3.42 2nd 2.21 3rd 1.60 4th 1.00 5th 0.75 Final drive ratio 3.46:1

Recommended petrol octane rating 91 (ULP)

Cross Trac All Wheel Drive (AWD) Cross Trac constant All Wheel Drive, with 38% front, 62% rear torque split

Petrol tank (L) 75

Brakes Four-channel. Four wheel disc. Larger diameter ventilated front rotor. Heavier duty front brake pad material

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) 4-channel

Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD) Optimises braking under all load conditions

Automatic Brake Differential (ABD) If one wheel is about to spin, Automatic Brake Differential (ABD) applies braking to it, to transfer engine torque to wheels with better traction

Brake Assist (BA) Provides additional braking assistance by allowing the driver to reach the ABS threshold sooner and therefore help reduce stopping distances

Electronic Brake Assist (EBA) Uses sensors to detect a panic situation and immediately add braking pressure to all wheels so the ABS system reduces stopping distances

Electronic Stability Program (ESP®) Assists the driver in emergency situations by providing correction to the intended vehicle path, which may help the driver to avoid obstacles 
and reduce slides. This is accomplished via individual brake application and engine torque management control

Corner Brake Control (CBC) During heavy braking on corners the CBC function is activated. CBC senses different wheel rotational speeds and co-ordinates 
the brakes as they are applied to individual wheels. This helps to ensure vehicle stability is maintained

Hill descent control Utilises the active braking capability of the ESP®, in conjunction with the cruise control system components, 
to maintain a controlled speed when travelling down hill

Suspension Increased ride height. Underbody protection plate available

Front MacPherson strut. Direct acting stabiliser bar. Progressive rate coil springs

Rear Control-Link Independent Rear Suspension. Increased bump travel. Strengthened semi-trailing arm. Strengthened rear cross member. 
Progressive rate miniblock coil springs. Stabiliser bar. Gas pressurised rear dampers

Level Ride Suspension (LX6 only) Electronically controlled self-levelling system that maintains the vehicle at a constant trim height, 
regardless of load over the rear wheels

Steering Power assisted. Variable ratio rack and pinion

Track (mm) Wide track
Front 1617 Rear 1623

Turn circle (kerb to kerb, m) 11.9

Wheelbase (mm) 2947

Exterior dimensions (mm) Length 5047 Width (excluding mirrors) 1934 Height 1654 Ground clearance 200

Wading depth (mm) 300

Off road (degrees) Approach angle 19.9 Departure angle 20.6 Breakover angle 19.5

Interior dimensions (mm) Leg Shoulder Head Hip
Front 1071 1515 1007 1440

Rear 986 1522 1071 1514

Cargo (L) 2683 (rear seat folded down)

Kerb weight (kg) (Est. inc. A/C and all fluids) SX6 1895 CX6 1910 LX6 1965

Towing (kg) Standard: 1600 towbar mount. Accessory: 1600 and 2100 towing package. See your Holden Dealer for details

Service V6 – 3,000km (at no cost) inspection, 15,000km then every 15,000km or 12 months, whichever comes first. 
Maintenance-free, long life, accessory dual drive belt with automatic tensioner. 
Holden Dealer ‘Tech 2’ computerised analysis available for engine management system

Vehicle weights based on pre-production data. All fluids at their nominated capacity. ESP® is a registered trademark of Daimler Chrysler AG

^Maximum figures as per ECE regulations

LX6 leather interior options

Neutral Pewter cloth Metro leather Onyx leather Circa leather

As these are printed colours and not actual samples, variations between those illustrated and actual paint/trim may occur. 
Certain colours may not be available from time to time. 
Customers are encouraged to contact their Holden Dealer for current colour availability.

Odyssey MetallicNickel Metallic Phantom Mica

1 A total of $3000 in the form of Holden Card ‘Core Rebate’ (plus additional ‘Bonus Rebate’ accumulated
via the Partner Program) accrued over a maximum of five years may be applied per eligible vehicle
purchased. Vehicle sales for which a fleet allowance is paid are not eligible for Holden MasterCard Rebate.
Earning and redemption of Rebate towards a new Holden is subject to the Holden Card Rebate Program
Rules.  2 The interest-free period applies where the card account is fully paid by the due date each month.
3 Applications are subject to Westpac’s normal lending criteria.  4 From date of first registration.  
5 In remote or sparsely populated areas you may experience delay in obtaining Roadside Assistance. 
Refer to the Roadside Assistance brochure in your glovebox for full terms and conditions of this service.  

Impulse MetallicHeron White

CX6 interiorSX6 interior

Easy Purchase Options

Finance 
SmartChoices, provided by GMAC Financial Services, is
an array of automotive finance products designed to
help the dream of driving a new Holden become a
reality. Just select the product, term and payment
structure that best suits your lifestyle and your Holden
Dealer can provide more information.

Insurance 
Holden Insurance offers a range of competitively priced
insurance products, providing tailor-made protection, at
whatever level of cover you need. For more information,
call the Holden Insurance hotline on 1300 784 026.

Holden Leasing
Businesses of all sizes are now accessing vehicle leasing
options with Holden Leasing. We operate nationally
through the Holden Dealer Network and our dedicated
service and support team. Our people are responsive
professionals who understand your business and what 
it means to deliver total fleet management solutions. 
To find out how Holden Leasing can help you, call us 
on (03) 9693 0400.

Holden MasterCard
Holden MasterCard can assist you to get into a new
Holden sooner. 10% of your credit card purchases go
towards a Rebate of up to $3,000 on your new Holden1

(depending on model). That's up to $1 saving on your
new Holden for every $10 spent. There are a range of
extra features including up to 45 days interest free2 on
credit card purchases and a competitive interest rate.
Apply3 online at www.holden.com.au/mastercard, or call
MasterCards 24hr helpline on 131 200.

Ownership Benefits

Holden Service
With over 300 Holden Dealers, Holden can supply an enviable level of
customer care. Our Service Network is one of the largest in the country. 
Only Holden Dealership technicians have access to regular Holden factory
training and equipment.

Holden Warranty
Every new Holden comes with a New Vehicle Warranty, covering your Holden
for 3 years or 100,000 kilometres, whichever comes first. This factory backed
warranty covers items including the engine, transmission, interior and exterior
components.Refer to your Owner’s handbook or see your Holden Dealer for
full terms, conditions and exclusions.

24 Hour Roadside Assistance
Provided for the first year of your new Holden's life.4 Holden's Roadside
Assistance is one of the most comrehensive roadside assistance packages
with over 3000 Roadside Assistance patrols nationwide.5 There to help with
even the smallest service, the toll free Roadside Assistance hotline is always
open, 1800 817 100.

For more information contact Holden Customer Assistance on 
1800 033 349 Monday to Friday 8am to 7pm or Saturday 9am to 1pm EST
or visit www.holden.com.au 

A word about this catalogue. We have tried to make this catalogue as comprehensive and factual as possible. However, since the time of printing some of the information you’ll find here may
have been updated. Also, some of the equipment shown or described through this catalogue may have been changed and / or is available at extra cost. Further, GM Holden Ltd, reserves the right
to make changes at any time without notice, in prices, colours, materials, equipment and models. Your Holden Dealer has details, and before ordering, you should ask them to bring you up to
date. No Holden Dealer or other person is authorised or permitted to give or make any statement, assertion or undertaking in relation to the quality, performance characteristics, descriptions or
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Airbags Hopefully, we’ll never need them
Active head restraints on LX6 More safety insurance
ABS When you’ve got to stop, you’ve got to stop
Hill descent control Control at the touch of your fingertips
Electronic Stability Program (ESP®) The only thing that’s slipping away is the afternoon
Level Ride Suspension on LX6 You have to feel this to believe it
Remote key security Like having a security guard next to your car
Control-Link IRS It corners like it’s on rails

Sunday 4pm  This is a real Adventra! Winding coastal track, who knows what’s
around the next corner? Come to think of it, who knows where the next 
corner is! But the Adventra handles it all with ease. It has answers to questions 
I haven’t asked yet. Technological superiority cloaks me in confidence; like some
ultra-modern security blanket. They’re right! The more confident you feel, 
the more you enjoy the Adventra. 

Adventra LX6 in Impulse Metallic

Front airbags will inflate only if car is struck hard in certain severe frontal collisions. Airbags form part 
of the Supplemental Restraint System (SRS) as they assist, but do not replace safety offered by seatbelts. 
Side impact airbags will deploy and offer protection in some, but not all, severe side impacts.
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Tow bar mount Towing capacity of 1600kg
Tow bar mount upgradable to 2100kg* (How many fish is that?)
Rear Park Assist It cleverly switches itself off when 
a trailer harness is plugged in

*At additional cost

Sunday 4pm “Bring the kids,” he said, “I know a place.” An out of the way place. 
“No-one else knows where it is.” Turn left after the bridge, take a right onto 
a back road, second left, third right… after 2 hours, I was beginning to wonder 
if even he knew where it was! Then, before I knew it, we were slipping the boat
into the most amazing stretch of water I’ve ever seen. Sure, it was a little out 
of the way, but it wouldn’t be an Adventra if it wasn’t exciting.

Adventra CX6 in Phantom Mica
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Holden By Design accessories Everyone’s idea of an Adventra is different. 
And, with so many different personal touches to choose from, you can make 
your Adventra distinctly yours.

13

18

22

14

23

19

15

01 Roo Bar (airbag compatible)
02 Roof storage box
03 Nudge Bar (airbag compatible) and driving lamps*

04 Bike carrier (bike not included)†

05 Roof tray with spare wheel carrier (alloy wheel not included)†

06 Scissor-type ski carrier (skis not included)†

07 Universal ski carrier (skis not included)†

08 Satellite Navigation #

09 HBD alloy pedals
10 Collapsible storage box
11 16”x 7” steel wheel
12 HBD DVD Player with 7” high resolution, LCD screen. 

DVD, CD and MP3 compatible. Includes remote control, 
infra-red headphones and games console input

* Items sold separately – refer to feature summary
† Shown with roof cross bars
# Not available on SX6

09 10 11

01 02

03 04 07

05

06

24

16

20 21

08

12

17

25

13 Bluetooth mobile phone connectivity
14 31 litre, 12V/240V portable refrigerator
15 Off road recovery kit
16 Third row seat
17 Convenience cargo hold down net (standard on LX6)
18 Safety net
19 Load tie down strap kit (standard on LX6)
20 Front carpet floor mats (standard on LX6)
21 Front rubber floor mats
22 Rear rubber floor mat
23 Vinyl carpet protector
24 18”x 8”L series alloy wheel
25 Weathershield
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Saturday, Dawn It’s our weekly getaway; our own weekend adventure. 
And, while 5 stars is enough for me, he likes a few million more, so the boot 
is always filled with extra stuff. His stuff, my stuff, the kids’ stuff, there’s 
a place for everything – and this is our place. This is where we live. We just 
happen to spend our week nights in the city. Just goes to prove, some 
Adventras can take you to heaven.

Third row seat (accessory) Extra seats for the kids and their friends
Storage compartment system A place for everything; power outlet, 
cup holders and bottle holders 
Cargo security blind Keeps it all neat
Electric remote tailgate glass window release Open sesame!
Rear compartment power socket For all your toys
Load tie-down rails Keeps it all very neat

Adventra CX6 in Phantom Mica
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Dust deflector with stop lamp For those dusty back roads
Flared wheel arches Looks tough enough for any road
Roof rails Up there for thinking
Chromed Exhaust Tip Only because it’s more durable, of course 
Aluminium plates and rocker inserts Helps keep the vitals intact

Long Weekend, 2pm This is an unexpected Adventra. We decide to go 
mountain biking, but he keeps finding excuses to go further and further. 
He keeps explaining why this road isn’t good enough, or that track 
isn’t steep enough. Mind you, the scenery is great, he’s relaxed. Let him talk! 
This Adventra can handle any unexpected ramble!

Adventra SX6 in Odyssey Metallic
Holden Genuine Accessories: Model shown with roof cross bars and bike carrier
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September Holidays, 6am We were gone early, before anyone else was up. 
He wanted to avoid the rush. If that’s so, why is he grinning like a mad cat? The higher 
we climbed, the faster the snow fell. He’s happy driving. There’s nothing for me to 
do but watch the sun chase the shadows from the valleys and wonder if the sleepy heads 
are up yet. This is what holidays are meant to be, our own winter Adventra.

Alloytec High Output V6 engine Very Vroom. And very smooth   
Automatic transmission Speaking of very smooth…   
Cross Trac AWD Takes smooth to a whole new place

Adventra LX6 in Nickel Metallic
Holden Genuine Accessories: Model shown with roof cross bars and scissor-type ski carrier
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Who said you can’t have the best of both worlds? Holden Adventra uses the latest technology to help 
you get back to what driving is all about. Designed in Australia, for Australian conditions, this car can handle 
those adventurous moments when you want to go “just a little bit further.”

Adventra CX6 in Odyssey Metallic
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Holden Adventra the distance
Holden Adventrathe distance holden.com.au




